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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR I897.

SUBSCRIPTIONS to the Association for 1897 became due on
January ist. Members of Branches are requested to pay
-the same to their respective Secretaries. Members of the
Association not belonging to Branches are requested to
forward their remittances to the General Secretary, 429,
Strand, London. Post-office Orders should be made payable
at the General Post Office, London.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY I6TH, I897.

FAMINE AND PLAGUE IN INDIA.
NOT too early a public subscription has been opened in this
country for the purpose of supplementing the efforts of the
Indian Government in dealing with widespread famine and
still more widely-spread scarcity of food consequent on
drought. It is reckoned that the famine, which in India
means total deprivation of food, will affect a population of
37 millions for a period of from four to six months, and that
some 44 millions in'addition will suffer from insufficient and
dear food short of total want. The response of this appeal for
India promises to be generous, and it is right that it should
be so. The Government can affora only a mere subsistence
allowance to the;starving millions, and even this will cost
the Indian exchequer some £4,000,000 to £6,ooo,ooo. But
there are humanitarian objects to be served beyond mere
subsistence and prevention of death 'which may best be
mainistered to by the benevolent offerings and efforts of a
sympathetic public in other parts of the British dominion.
Medical relief and comforts will be required on a very
large scale; the sick, the aged,-the 'infirm, widows, orphans,
and helpless folk will have to be tended and succoured for
long after the crisis of the famine is over, and many sufferers,
whom for various reasons the State aid fails to reach, will
require private aid; and grain, stock, and implements will be
largely needed to start agriculture afresh, since they will have
been obliged to consume their seed stores and sell their effects.
The physical disaster and distress caused by'a famine in

India are not indicated in full by the starvation and mortality
directly due to want of food. The lowering of the vital resist-
ance exposes the population of famine tracts to the ravages of
whatever epidemic happens to be prevailing at the time. In the
Madras famine cholera and small-pox raged with exceptional
severity, and caused a large mortality. The ordinary dis-
eases of the country-malarial fever, diarrhlea, and dysentery
-present an enhanced incidence r and aggravated forms.
Cachectic conditions-dropsy, ulcers, parasites, and skin dis-
eases-become very common and very severe. Under pro-
longed inanition, the tissues waste and degenerate, more
especially those of the stomach and intestines; recovery
becomes impossible, and death by marasmus and exhaustion
inevitable. Add to this that the cattle also starve and die,
and epizootics, which are always prevalent in India, acquire
extensive prevalence and deadly force.
The physical energy of a population visited by famine is so

undermined in India that its fertility is seriously impaired;

while the death-rate rises, the birth-rate falls and continues
low for long. Dr. Cornish calculated that the diminution of
population in the Madras Presidency in I877 due to actual
mortality and checked increase amounted to between I5 and
20 per cent. The difference between the census return of
187i and the special census in famine tracts taken in I878
indicated a loss of 31 millions in a population of 29 millions.
The amount of physical suffering and deterioration which
such a terrible loss of life implies must have been very vast
and acute. It is to minimise this suffering as much as to
limit mortality that the offerings of the charitable are
solicited in supplement of the efforts of Government.
This is not the only serious emergency which the Govern-

ment of India has to face at the present time. We publish
in another column details with regard to the present aspect
of the epidemic of plague in Bombay. Nothing, it must be
confessed, could look more serious, and there is only too
much reason to fear that the worst has not yet been reached.
Further, the outbreak in Karachi appears to be of an exceed-
ingly virulent type, and, as we have already pointed out,
must raise the most serious apprehensions that extension of
the epidemic into the Persian Gulf may not be far distant.
It is not surprising to find other European Powers gravely
exercised by the prospect of the spread of the epidemic
westward, nor to learn that proposals are already on foot for
inviting the British Government to bring pressure to bear
on the Government of India to check, if not altogether to
prohibit, the pilgrimage of Indian Mohammedans to Mecca
this year.
The proposal, involving as it does an interference with the

religious beliefs of, a large and important 'section of the
population of India, raises questions of great difficulty in
which it is not easy to balance the conflicting claims of duty
towards the Indian Mlohammedans and duty towards Europe
and the western parts of Asia.
Assuming, as we fear may be the case, that it will be

impracticable to prollibit, or, indeed, appreciably to check,
the Mlecca pilgrimage, there are measures which might
be adopted to diminish the risk of the spread of the plague
by pilgrims, especially those embarking at Bombay. A camp
of observation for the pilgrims arriving by land or sea should
be established, with the necessary police, sanitary, and com-
missariat arrangements, and should be maintained through-
out the pilgrim season. Hulks anchored in the harbour
would be of great value, both as hospitals and as places
where suspicious cases among the pilgrims could be kept
under observation. The importance of preventing pilgrims
on arrival from wandering into the bazaar in search of food
and shelter will be obvious. Minute sanitary inspection of
all pilgrims before embarkation will be necessary, and no

pilgrim should be allowed to go on board until furnished
with a certificate of fitness by the Health Department. This
work of inspection will be arduous, and quite beyond the power
of the health officer and his ordinary staff. His staff should
therefore be largely reinforced without delay, and it appears
desirable that lady doctors should be engaged for the purpose
of making the medical inspection of female pilgrims. After
a pilgrim vessel has received its full complement of pilgrims
it should be required either to proceed to sea at once or to
anchor in the stream, and to hold no communication with
the shore. Further, every pilgrim ship should be in charge
of a competent medical officer, and no ship should beallowed
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5HOLERA IN BRITISH PORTS.

to depart without a certificate to this effect from the Health
Officer of the port of Bombay. The medical man in charge
of the pilgrim ship should be required to exercise the
greatest vigilance during the voyage, and to record every
case of sickness. If precautions of this nature be carried
out, there is reason to hope that the Mecca pilgrimage would
not be a serious danger to the health of Arabia, Egypt, or
Europe, provided always that proper provision be made for
the reception of pilgrims at Camaran, wlhere it is stated that
the arrangements are still in great need of improvement.

CHOLERA IN BRITISH PORTS.
THE occurrence of Asiatic cholera on board a P. and 0.
steamboat which arrived in Plymouth Sound on January gth
has come as an unpleasant surprise at this season of the year.
The persons affected were all soldiers belonging to the Loyal
North Lancashire Regiment. The men were embarked at
Ceylon, and the Nubia, the vessel in question, left that island
on December I7tb, I896. On the voyage to Suez two natives,
members of the crew, died of dysentery, one on December 22nd
and the other on December 27th. The surmise will at once
arise that these were really cases of cholera, but close exami-
nation of the facts ojn record does not support this view, and
there seems to be no reason to believe that the diagnosis of
dysentery needs to be revised in the light of subsequent
events. The NYubia arrived at Suez on December 28th,
and at Port Said on December 29th. The men purchased
quantities of fruit at Port Said, and one of the natives on
board, we learn, purchased a larger quantity, which was
subsequently sold by retail to the soldiers. The first
patient was attacked on the night of January ist, the day
that the vessel arrived at Malta, and died in twenty
hours. The vessel left Mlalta the next day, and on that
day two more men were attacked, of whom ohe died, while
the other is now in a fair way to recovery. On January 3rd
there was a fourth case of cholera, which terminated fatally
on January gth, and at about the same date there were four
other cases in which the prominent symptom was diar-
rhoea, and which were in all probability mild cases of
cholera. A fifth well-marked case of cholera occurred on
January 8th, and the patient succumbed on the following
day. There have thus been 5 well-marked cases, with 4
deaths, and 4 mild cases without a death.
As to the mode in which the infection was introduced into

the ship the evidence is not conclusive. There was cholera
among the native population in Ceylon at the time the Nubia
sailed, but the troops were absolutely free. The usual
incubation period of cholera is three or four days, and the
utmost limit is probably six days. It appears certain, there-
fore, that the men were infected on board the Nubia, and did
not contract the disease in Colombo. None of the men
landed in Egypt or at Malta, though some came on board at
the latter place. Suspicion therefore must rest upon the
fruit purchased at Port Said. It is true that the Egyptian
ports are asserted to be free from cholera, and the statement
may be accepted, but it must be remembered that cholera
has recently been prevalent in many parts of Egypt, and that
absolutely nothing is known as to the locality in which the
fruit was grown. In all probability it was brought from some
distance by boat or rail. It may very possibly have been
grown in cholera-infected soil, irrigated with water con-
taminated with the infection, or even waslhed in such foul

water. Or it may have become contaminated during transit,
or when stored in native huts, for the habits of Egyptian
fruit dealers are not of the cleanest.
The precautions taken by Dr. Williams, the Port Sanitary

Officer for Plymouth, in consultation with Surgeon-Major-
General Hamilton, Principal Medical Officer of the Western
District, and Dr. Bulstrode, the medical inspector sent down
by the Local Government Board, have been of the most
thorough-going kind. Acting on the advice of Surgeon-
Major-General Hamilton, the War Office sanctioned the
landing of the military, and the men are at present confined
to Fort Shaddon. The health of the troops is excellent. We
give some account of the measures adopted both by the
military authorities and by the Port Sanitary Authority in
another column, and there is every reason to hope, not only
from indications of the last few days, but also from our ex-
perience of the application of similar precautionary methods
on previous occasions in this country, that further spread of
the disease need not be feared.

It will be interesting, however, to recall some instances of
the invasion of English ports by cholera in recent years.
Thus in I892, although 35 cases of cholera reached our shores,
the disease was not known to spread in a single instance.
In the following year Dr. Thorne Thorne reported 287 cases
" of the nature of cholera'" in the United Kingdom, with
135 deaths. In all 64 localities were invaded, but of these 42
had only single cases. Great Grimsby and Cleethorpes, both
of which towns are badly drained and sewered, and have an

undue amount of enteric fever and " diarrhcea," accounted
for no fewer than 43 of the deaths. There is no doubt that
cholera is a waterborne disease, and that each scattered
case, once imported, becomes a centre of danger almost in
exact proportion to the sanitary excellence or otherwise of
the particular location in which the patient is attacked; but
while it is chiefly due to the vast strides in the attainment
of pure water and efficient sewage disposal that the inhabi-
tants of Great Britain can hear of the advent of cholera with-
out any serious disquietude, yet the core of the matter may
be said to lie in absolute control over the points of entry.
Owing to her insular position Great Britain is enabled to

raise a powerful line of defence around her coast. Her system
of port sanitation against cholera hinges upon the immediate
inspection of the bill of health of every ship arriving from
foreign or infected ports; upon tlle provision of special
isolation hospitals for the reception of the sick; and upon
the prompt and thorough disinfection, when necessary, of the
ship and its contents. At the same time a medical inspec-
tion is made of all on board. Thosewho appear to be in good
health are allowed to proceed forthwith to their destination.
The names of such persons, however, are sent to the medical
officer of health of the district to which they go, so that they
are kept under official observation until the period of danger
is past. Any inmate of the ship, on the other hand, who
shows any signs of sickness is placed under local sur-zeillance.
To sum up, then, the key to modern port prevention lies in

medical inspection; in the isolation of infectious cases ; in
the disinfection of every chink and crevice of environment
that might lodge specific contagion; and in the observation
not only of suspicious cases but also of exposed persons who
have been allowed to proceed to their destination.
The pith of the latter-day change in this branclh of adminis-

tration, so far as concerns the actual immigrants, is that
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healthy passengers are no longer boxed up in an official
building. For all that their subsequent supervision is
necessitated by the fact that our modern sanitation is of an
unequal character. Beyond a doubt many inland places still
exist so badly provided in the point of water supply and
sewage disposal that the importation of a case of cholera
might readily lead to a disastrous epidemic. Indeed, were
the Thames to be specifically infected above the water com-
panies' intakes with the bowel discharges of such a patient,
it is not at all impossible that the metropolis, comparatively
healthy though it be, might speedily be decimated by
riverborne cholera.
The modern system, using that term in the sense of the

wider control of infected immigrants, is logical in its zealous
watchfulness over possible distal centres of infection. It
recognises the importance of early diagnosis, especially in
the less typical forms of cholera. It insists on the practical
steps of notification, isolation, and disinfection. Sueh
ineasures, together with the maintenance of a high national
standard of practical sanitation, form the safeguards by
which it may confidently be hoped that the deadly plague of
eholera has been to all intents and purposes banished from
this country.

circuit, printed notices have been placed in a conspicuous
position drawing public attentien to the provisions of the
Act. Some trouble also is necessary on the part of the
officials at first in asking witnesses whether they will take
the oath in that way. That trouble has been willingly taken,
and with success, by all tlle officials in my courts. As the
result, after one year and a-half's experience, it is the excep-
tion when any witness asks to kiss the Book."
We commend this admirable example not merely to county

court judges but to police magistrates, recorders, and other
judicial officers of all kinds, including those who ought to set
the highest standard-namely, the Lord Chief Justice and the
Lord Chancellor of England. Is it unreasonable to hope that
Lord Russell may be willing to take in his own court some
equally efficient and simple means for promoting so simple
and sensible a reform.?

All agree in the view that there ought to be no serious diffi-
culty-assuming that the Government are not unfriendly-in
passing through in the next session of Parliament a Bill to
amend the Oaths Act in such a manner as would settle, without
offence to anyone, the whole question. At pres ent the ordinary
mode of taking the oath is considered to be that in which
the person to be sworn says nothing whatever, but merely
"kisses the Book." Anyone, however, is entitled at his own

" KISSING THE BOOK." option, to be sworn in the alternative form, in which he raises
VE are glad to notice that this subject, to which we have so his hand and repeats the formula himself. Is there any con-

frequently referred, has entered upon a new and we hope a ceivable reason why Parliament should not reverse the situa-
promising phase. Mr. F. A. Stringer, who is one of the tion, and decree that in future the Scottish form of oath, with
officials of the Royal Courts of Justice, and is perhaps the uplifted hand, shall be the ordinary one, leaving, of course, to
best authority in the kingdom upon the subject of oaths, those who prefer the other the fullest right to say so?
addressed to the Times at the commencement of the year a
very strong letter pointing out the superiority, as regards THE Berlin Medical Society on January 6th unanimously
decency and solemnity, of the practice of almost every other re-elected Professor Virchow as President. Professor
country in the matter of oaths, as compared with our own. Virchow opened the meeting with a speech in memory of
He suggested, accordingly, that Parliament should be asked Dr. du Bois-Reymond.
to make what is known as the " Scottish" form of oath not MR. D'ARCY POWER'S lectures on Intussusception at the
merely the optional but the ordinary procedure. Our readers Royal College of Surgeons will be given on Monday, Wednes-
will not be surprised to hear that Mr. Stringer closed his day, and Friday, February 8th, ioth, 12th, at 5 P.r. on each
aetter with the remark that he had "within the last fortnight day. The first will deal with the minute anatomy, the second
received two letters from witnesses who asked to be sworn in with the pathology, and the third with the treatment of the
iScottish form and were refused, one by the registrar of a condition.
county court and one in a magistrate's court." A SPECIAL Committee of St. George's Vestry, Southwark,
The Times has published a leader containing an unqualified have presented their report upon the inadequate arrange-

condemnation of the ordinary methods of our courts at ments for disinfecting dwellings in which there has been
present, both because of the risks of infection, on which we inftectious disease. A shelter house for the accommodation
have so often insisted, and also because of the ridiculous of families during the disinfection of their homes has been
absence of that solemnity and impressiveness which is sup- decided upon at a eost of 61,500.
posed to be the very object of the ceremony, and it proceeds THE sum received by the Huxley Memorial Committee
-to refer to the proposals of amendment in the following very now amounts to nearly £3,°°0, and Mr. Onslow Ford, R.A.,
,significant terms: " To be sure, as the law now is, anyone has nearly completed the full-sized model of the statue
who asks to be sworn according to the Scottish form is entitled which is to be placed in the central hall of the Museum of
under the Act of I888 to be dispensed from kissing the Book. Natural History at South Kensington. The dies for the
That, however, is not enough. Few persons, officials not Royal College of Science medal are now being prepared by
'excepted, are aware of this privilege; and for man-y reasons it Mr. L. Bowcher.
is preferable to have one form, if possible, universally accept- MEASLES AND SCARLATINA IN DUBLIN.
able." THERE is a rather sharp outbreak of measles in Dublin. The

Mr. Emden, who is the well-known County Court Judge of cases of scarlatina have diminished, but there are sufficient
a suburban circuit, in an important letter has truly said that to practically fill all the hospitals. One case of small-pox
the common ignorance and neglect of the existing provisions has occurred, but it has been strictly isolated, and it is hoped
,oft.e Oaths Act can easily be remedied, if those whohavethat the disease will be stamped out. Sir Charles CameronOf the Oaths Act can easily be remedied, if those who have has reported strongly in favour of the old Pigeon House

the control of the courts choose to take the proper step. Barracks as a convalescent home, and the question will come
"For a year and a half," he says, " in all the courts on my before the sanitary authorities for settlement.

JAN. i6i i897-1 9 9 KISSING THE BOOK."
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BERI-BERI IN RICHMOND ASYLUM, DUBLIN.
SINCE last report there have been no fresh cases. The
patients who are at present under treatment for the disease
are subject to repeated relapses, but fortunately there is no

death to record since our last notice. In all I15 have been
attacked-83 women, including 7 nurses, and 32 male patients,
There have been 6 deaths on the female side and 2 on the
male.

THE EMPLOYMENT OF UNQUALIFIED ASSISTANTS.
WE are informed that at a meeting of the Royal College of
Physicians of Ireland, held on January gth, the following
resolution was adopted:
That the College condemn the employment of unqualified assistants by

any of their Licentiates, and instruct their representative on the General
Medical Council to urge the Council to suppress the practice by every
means in their power.

THE NEXT ARMY MEDICAL EXAMINATION.
A RUIJMOUR reaches us to the effect that strenuous efforts to
get candidates for the approaching A.M.S. examination are
being made by the War Office and the Headquarters Office of
the Medical Department. One of the latest moves is to
abrogate the rule that no one who has already failed
twice should be allowed to compete again. We have
not the smallest doubt that the strictly military branches of
the War Office are making strenuous efforts to whip up can-
didates-good, bad, and indifferent-for the examination in
February; for it is no secret that the present military heads
will do anything rather than concede due status to medical
officers. But if the profpssion remains true to itself the War
Office must be beaten. Practically it is beaten already. We
hear a further rumour that there was great discussion over
matters military-medical at the War Office last week; and at
that time the number of candidates was exactly two! Can
it be that the outcome of that discussion is the attempt to
secure past failures in fact, to lower the examination ?

RESULTS OF TREATMENT OF RABIES AT THE
PASTEUR INSTITUTE.

THE last number of the Annales de l'Institut Pasteur contains
the usual quarterly summary of the results of antirabic treat-
ment during the months April, May, and June, 1896. The total
number of persons under treatment was 3I6, while the num-
ber of deaths was 6. Of these 6 cases, 4 were bitten by dogs,
of which only 2 were experimentally proved to be rabid; in
the case of the other 4, rabies was declared to exist from the
result of post-mortem examination. Among the fatal cases
were two sent over from England Thomas Lambert, of
Stockport, and Thomas Openshaw, of Bury. Thomas Lam-
bert, aged I9, was bitten on March 3rd, and was at the Insti-
tute from March 8th to 26th; he died on April 2 ist. He was
badly bitten in the arm in four places, and two guinea-pigs
which had been inoculated with the virus of the dog which
had bitten him died of hydrophobia. Thomas Openshaw was
badly bitten on both hands in November, 1895, and had been
under treatment from November 22nd to December 3rd. He
died on January s6th, but in this case there was no experi-
mental evidence of rabies in the dog which had bitten him.
It was, however, certified as rabid from a post-mortem exa-
mination by a veterinary surgeon. Of the 4 other deaths, I was
in a patient bitten by an animal experimentally proved to be
rabid, and 3 by animals so certified by veterinary surgeons.
Compared with the previous quarter-January, February,
and March-during which nearly the same number of cases
were treated, 320 cases with one death, the increase in mor-
tality seems alarming, but it must be remembered that the
deaths occurring in one quarter are often those of cases
treated during the previous quarter. A correct estimate of
the progress of the treatment can fairly be formed only
from considerations of a far larger series of cases extending
over a large number of years. The mortality for 5896, it is

true, will come out higher than that of previous years, but in
all forms of treatment whieh, like the Pasteur treatment, are
admittedly to some extent imperfect, times of bad luck must
come, and a continuance of the relatively high mortality of the
last quarter need not be anticipated. When it is remembered
that during nine years the mortality has steadily diminished
under treatment from 94 per cent. to 13 per cent., some idea
is obtained of the splendid results of the Pasteur treatment.

TO EDUCATE OUR MASTERS.
Now that local government is in the hands of the uneducated,
and that the small householders contemptuously set at
nought the advice of experts, though that advice is
thoroughly disinterested, it behoves all the enlightened
members of the public to do their utmost to bring all these
sanitary matters within the range of popular education. As
the small ratepayer is seated in the place of administration,
it is not too much to ask that he shall be taught that a river-
water supply is not above question, that sick people ought to
be properly nursed, and that no public body is justified in
placing the acutely ill at a distance from skilled help without
providing means to bring that help to them with the least
possible loss of time. The writer of a letter in the Hereford
Journal of January gth states that in that city all these things
are being done. Guardians have decided to nurse the paupers
with untrained nurses; the fever hospital, situated some
miles from the city, has no resident medical officer, neither is
there any telephonic communication between it and the
city; the asylum is overcrowded; the domestic supply of
water is taken from the river Wye, a source which may one
day cause an epidemic in Hereford from some waterborne
diseases, originating in a remote village on the river bank.

NATIONAL SCIENCE.
IT is announced that the Council of the British Association
have had seriously under consideration the question of the
establishment of a National Physical Laboratory. They have
resolved to take steps to bring the matter before the Govern-
ment, and to invite the co-operation of the Royal Society of
London, the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the Royal Astro-
nomical Society, the Physical Society, and other cognate
associations, in securing the foundation of the laboratory.
The attention of the Government will also be drawn to the
importance of establishing an Imperial Bureau of Ethnology for
Greater Britain, which, by collecting information with regard
to the native peoples within the empire, would, it is affirmed,
prove of great service to science and to the Government
itself.

VEILS AND VISION.
IT may at first sight appear to be an amiable inconsistency
in the New Woman that while professing an uncompromising
contempt for that foolish-compounded clay, man, yet in the
very part of her being in which the "eternal feminine "

might be expected to assert itself most vigorously-to wit,
dress-she pays him that sincerest flattery which consists in
imitation. But-apart from the obvious explanation, Fas et
ab hoste doceri-she may not unreasonably plead that, as sani-
tarians have condemned most of the garments which are still
looked upon as distinctively feminine, there is nothing left for
her but to clothe herself in masculine raiment, or such portions
of it as have not yet been placed on the Index Expurgatorius of
hygiene. Stays, petticoats, trailing skirts, garters, high-
heeled shoes have all come under the ban; now veils have
found a Savonarola in an American specialist, Dr. Casey A.
Wood.' Dr. Wood says that it is within the experience of
every ophthalmologist that the wearing of veils is productive
of weak eyesight, headaches, and sometimes vertigo and
nausea. Not only are these effects produced by the eye strain
consequent upon the increased efforts made by one or both

1 Boston Medical and Surgical Journa7, December 3rd z896
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eyes to see through or around an obstruction, but the

irregular figuring on the veil itself is in some instances an

annoyance to the wearer. Dr. Wood had a dozen typical

specimens of veils selected for hiim, and made a number of
experiments with them to determine the extent to which
veils of various kinds affected the eyesight. He sums up his
results as follows: i. Every description of veil affects more

or less the ability to see distinctly, both at a distance and

near at hand. 2. The most objectionable kind is the dotted

veil, although the influence for evil of this variety is more
marked in some samples than in others. 3. Other things
being equal, in undotted and non-figured veils, vision is in-

terfered with in direct proportion to the number of meshes
to the square inch. 4. The texture of the veil plays an im-
portant part in the amount and kind of eye strain produced
by the veil. Wlhen the sides of the meshl are single compact
threads the eye is embarrassed very much less in its effort
to distinguish objects than when double threads are em-

ployed. 5. The least objectionable veil is that without

dots, sprays, or other figures, but with large regular
meshes made with single compact threads. Weak eyes

naturally suffer most from the injurious influence of

veils, for a healthy eye in a healthy body resists the
strain of an impediment to vision just as it withstands
other harmful influences. If a veil is for any reason neces-

sary to a woman's comfort, she should choose one of a kind
likely to do the least harm, and in any case she should never

attempt to read through it. The abandonment of veils
would probably not be objected to by the most bigoted
opponent of the emancipation of women. If the veil is to
be discarded, we would humbly suggest that ladies should at
the same time renounce the hats "volumed and vast and
rolling far," which interfere with the vision of unfortunate
male creatures who sit behind them at theatres, or at least
that they should submit to some pruning of the redund-
ancies of ornamentation in these works of art.

THE BENIN DISASTER.
AlIONG the members of the British Expedition which met
with disaster in the Benin district was Dr. Robert Hanna
Elliott, a District Medical Officer of the Niger Coast Protec-
torate. He was the son of Mr. W. M. Elliott, merchant, of
Strabane, Ireland, and studied at the Queen's College and
the Royal Hospital, Belfast. He took the degrees of M.B.,
B.Ch., and B.A.O. in the Royal University of Ireland in I887,
and was at one time resident assistant at the Royal Hospital,
Belfast. After taking the degree of M.D. in the same

University he went out in I89I to Accra on the Gold Coast.
He was in England recently, but returned to the sphere of
his duties last summer.

LONGEVITY OF THE CHOLERA VIBRIO.
IN connection with the recent occurrence of cholera on the
Nubia, some experiments of Wernicke are interesting as
showing how long the cholera vibrio can survive in water.
This observer constructed an experimental aquarium, in
which water weeds of various kinds were planted, and in
which there was no lack of the ordinary water bacteria. A

large quantity of virulent cholera germs was then introduced
into the water. The aquarium with its contents was exposed
during the experiments both to diffused daylight and direct
sunlight. Three months after the cholera germs had been added
the vibrios could be detected in the water as well as on the
weeds, and in the mud at the bottom of the vessel. Wernicke
is of opinion that mud afiords a very suitable nidus for the
preservation of the germs, and believes that had he allowed
less light to gain access to the vessel he would have recog-
nised their presence even after a longer period. No altera-
tion, either in their morphological or biological functions,
could be traced in these cholera vibrios in consequence of
their long confinement to the same environment; but whilst
Wernicke states that they were highly virulent when they
were first introduced, he omits to say if their pathogenic
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properties suffered any alteration. But even supposing that
marked diminution in virulence did occur, there is every
reason to expect that after a few transmissions through appro-
priate hosts the full virulence would return. It will be
remiiembered that in the cholera epidemic alluded to there
were preliminary cases of dysentery, which might possibly
have been cases of masked cholera, and that after the passage
of the germs through certain Lascars, in whom they, in con-
sequence of their altered virulence, caused choleraic diarrhlea
only, their full virulence returned, and the succeeding cases
appeared as true Asiatic cholera when the diagnosis was
correctly made.

LORD LISTER.
SIR JOSEPH LISTER informs us that it is his intention to take
the title of Lord Lister on his elevation to the peerage. His
decision will, we believe, be generally applauded, as it would
have been a matter of regret had the name by whichl he had
become so well known throughout the civilised world
been merged in a territorial title. In taking this course, he
has followed a precedent set by other distinguished men who
have been elevated to the peerage in recognition of services
rendered to science and to art. The latest example is the
late Lord Leighton, but the list might easily be increased.
Several medical bodies have already adopted resolutions of
congratulation to Sir Joseph Lister; among them are the
Royal College of Surgeons of England, the Royal College of
Surgeons in Ireland, the Liverpool Medical Institution, and
the Medical Society of London. Doubtless these are but the
firstfruits of a plentiful harvest, for no honour which has been
conferred upon a member of the medical profession has ever
within our recollection been received with more widespread
or spontaneous expressions of gratification from all ranks.

HOSPITAL REFORM.

THE meeting of the profession in London, arranged by the

Hospital Reform Association, will be held at St. Martin's

Town Hall at 4 P.Mi. on February 4th. Among those who

intend to take part in the discussion are, we are informed,

Dr. Ward Cousins, Dr. Isambard Owen, Dr. J. G. Glover,

Mr. Victor Horsley, Dr. S. Woodcock, Mr. Walter Rivington,

Dr. Lovell Drage, and Dr. Major Greenwood.

DIPHTHERIA IN LONIDON.

THERE was a serious increase in the mortality from diph-

theria last week, the deaths rising to 7I, against 38 and 49

in the two preceding weeks. This is the highest number

recorded in any week since the end of I895, and exceeded by

as many as 30 the corrected average number in the cor-

responding weeks of the ten preceding years. The increase

in the mortality from this disease was most marked in

East London, where no fewer than 20 deaths were recorded,

against I and 8 in the two preceding weeks; of these, 5 were

of persons belonging to Shoreditch, 5 to Poplar, 4 to Mile

End Old Town, and 3 to Whitechapel. There was also a

further marked increase in the mortality from diphtheria in

South London, where 31 fatal cases were registered, against

IO and 21 in the two preceding weeks; of these, 5 belonged

to Wandsworth, 5 to Camberwell, 4 to Bermondsey, 4 to Lam-

beth, 3 to Newington, and 3 to Woolwich. Of the remaining

deaths from the disease registered last week in the metropolis,

6 were of persons belonging to Islington, 4 to St. Pancras, and

3 to St. Marylebone. The 7I fatal cases of diphtheria re-

corded last week in London included 41 of infants and young

children under 5 years of age, and 28 of children and young

persons aged between 5 and 20 years; while only 2 deaths

occurred among persons aged upwards of 20 years. The 238
notifications of diphtheria in London during last week

showed a decline, the numbers in the three preceding weeks

having been 284, 200, and 318 respectively. This decline was

most marked in West London, where 29 new cases were

notified, against 46 in the preceding week. In North London
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A GENEROUS GIFT.

the new cases were also fewer than in the previous week,
although in Hackney the I4 new cases showed a further
increase upon those notified in recent weeks. In St. Pancras
and Islington the prevalence of diphtheria showed a marked
decline. Among the sanitary areas of East London the I2
new cases notified in Shoreditehi showed a further increase,
though in each of the other districts there was a decline.
Among the various sanitary areas of South London the disease
showed increased prevalence in Bermondsey, Battersea, and
Woolwich; while in Camberwell the new cases further de-
clined to 21, having been 41, 36, and 30 in the three preceding
weeks. The admissions of diphtheria patients into the
Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals during last week were 103,

against 120, I24, and II4 in the three preceding weeks; and
S54 patients remained under treatment in these hospitals on

Saturday last, January gth.

A GENEROUS GIFT.
GENEItAL regret will be felt at the announcement now made
that Professor Alfred Hughes will be compelled, owing to the
continued ill-health of his wife, to leave the neighbourhood
of Cardiff before the end of the winter session, and conse-
quently to resign his chair of anatomy in the University Col-
lege, Cardiff. Before leaving he has granted to the College
the free use of his anatomical collections, on which he has
spent large sums of money and many years of labour. In the
event of his wishing to remove these at some future period,
he has placed at the disposal of the College a sum of money
sufficient to replace them. Professor Hughes brought with
him from Edinburgh the reputation of being one of the most
Dopular and successful of the extramural teachers, and during
his short tenure of the ehair at Cardiff he has added greatly
to his former reputation. One of his students only last
summer obtained the Exhibition and Gold Medal in Anatomy
given by the University of London, an honour only thrice
obtained by any provincial school during the last twenty
years. When Professor Hughes leaves the College the stu-
dents will lose the guidance of a clear and incisive teacher,
and one who never spared himself in the exercise of his
teaching work. His colleagues and very many in the town
will miss his genial and lovable presence, but his name will
remain in the history of the sehool as the first teacher in,
and able administrator of, an important department.

ALLEGED PREMATURE BURIAL IN PARIS.
A VERY sensational article was published by a contemporary
the other day on Premature Burial in Paris: A Danger that
Attends Foreigners. According to the article: " Something
like a panic has been caused in Paris by the conviction forced
upon the public mind, and based on the surest medical
evidence, that a terribly large proportion of the apparently
dead, who are in due course interred, are in reality buried
alive Not long ago, in one of the principal hotels

in France, an English lady died, and in accordance with the
wish of the hotel proprietor, and what he was pleased to
term the State regulations, the body was interred the follow-
ing day. A week after it was exhumed, and then the shock
ing discovery was made that the mouth was full of blood, and
that the fingers and wrists were gnawed away, an evident
proof that the unhappy lady had come to life again, only to
perish in a shocking manner." We regret that our contem-
porary has not seen fit to give " the surest medical evidence "
on which is based the conviction that a terribly large propor-
tion of individuals are in reality buried alive. Surely when
such a statement is made in a widely circulated paper,
on a subject naturally calculated to spread alarm
amongst the public, it should be accompanied by full cre-
dentials, so that its reliability may be throughly tested. In
our opinion, it is unnecessary to consider seriously these
vague statements unless accompanied by full and authenti-
cated details. For instance, as far as the account of the
alleged premature burial of an English lady in France is con-
cerned, what proof is there that the injuries to the hands

and mouth had not been caused by rats? The observations
to which we refer are not quite consistent in the article in
question. Referring to the French system of verifying the
fact of death, in which the body is seen by a medecin iin-
specteur, who certifies to the cause of death, and who is fol-
lowed, or should be followed, by a medecin vgr/ilcateur, whose
business is to verify that death has really supervened, it
is stated that the last-mentioned official is not "as a rule
competent to judge whetlher the indubitable signs of decease
are present or not. It is now recognised that only decompo-
sition is a sure sign of death." Further on in the article it is
said that a society has been established in France for
insuring persons against being buried alive, and it is stated that
" for a small annual subscription a properly-qualified medical
man visits the supposed dead body, applies the necessary
tests, and gives a perfectly reliable certificate." But if the
only reliable sign of death is decomposition (we by no means
say that it is), where is the necessity for the visit of the
medical officer of the insurance society, and how does he
become possessed of powers denied to the medecin v&ri-
ficateur ?

WOMEN WHO STEAL.
THE frequency of shoplifting, and the extremely disagree-
able and even distressing incidents to which its discovery
leads, have caused someone to make the suggestion that in all
large shops a policeman, or his equivalent, in uniform,
should be at each counter. It has been suggested, however,
that such an officer, whether he would deter the would-be
kleptomaniac from stealing or not, would certainly deter
many customers from entering the shop. However this may
be, the suggestion hardly seems to be calculated to have the
desired effect. Kleptomania arises from very different
causes, and though the presence of a policeman might deter
some it would not influence the conduct of others. The
weak-minded stealer would still steal, and the general
paralytic, who believed that all things belonged to him, would
still help himself, and it is such people who are not
detected readily, for their actions are without attempt at
concealment. There are certain women to whom the police-
man would appeal, and who would thus obtain just sufficient
self-control to avoid committing the criminal act. On the
other hand, we know of cases in which the stealing is equiva-
lent to a passion, and we know that the very increased danger
would add pleasure to the theft. Such cases probably merit
some punishment, but on that point we cannot enter now.
The policeman aid to diagnosis is not likely to be tried in
England in our day.

ACCLIMATISATION IN NYASSALAND1
WE are indebted to Sir Joseph Fayrer for the following
letter, written bya young medical officer, Dr. H. Hearsey, now in
Nyassaland. As Sir Joseph Fayrer points out in forwarding the
letter to us, the remarks on the relative immunity of the natives
of India, as compared with the Europeans, from the influence
of climate, are interesting and significant :-" Dear Sir
Joseph,-I am stationed here at Fort Johnston, Nyassaland
Protectorate, British Central Africa, as Surgeon to the Naval
Forces. I have now been in the country about two months.
This would be a very fine country indeed were it not for the
unhealthiness of the climate. Remittent fever-frequently
of the haemoglobinuric type is very prevalent, and it is the
latter which accounts for a large percentage of deaths among
the European population. There were 200 picked Sikhs
brought here from the Punjab nearly two years ago, and
or inquiry I find that of this number 17 have died-i6 from
dysentery, and only i from hiemoglobinuric remittent fever;
whereas the mortality among Europeans is due almost
entirely to the latter disease, known here popularly as
' black water fever,' on account of the dark coloration of the
urine from the presence of h2emoglobin. I have already had
two cases under my treatment (both Europeans), and of these
one had a fatal termination. This shows in a marked degree

i 6(.) THE BRITiSlI I
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how very much more liable Europeans are to&this type of
fever as compared with natives of India, who in fact appear
to be practically immune. The Sikhs suffer from dysentery
chiefly, as already stated; they are also subject to attacks
of remittent fever, and I find that as a result of the latter
some of them develop aniemia, which in rare instances
passes into the 'pernicious' variety. Besides fever and
dysentery a very troublesome ulceration, chiefly of the toes, is
caused by the pulex penetrans, the female of which burrows
under the skin, usually of the toenails, in order to deposit
her eggs. If the insect is not immediately picked out it sets
up inflammation, a small ulcer eventually forming, which
takes a long time to heal. Natives of India and of this
country are, of course, more liable to this affection on
account of their feet not being properly protected. AWith all
these drawbacks this country has a great fascination,
especially for sportsmen, as game of every kind abounds in
the neighbourhood."

MEDICAL TREATMENT IN THE TEMPLES OF
AESCULAPIUS.

'THE President of the Liverpool Medical Institution, Dr.
-Caton, delivered his annual address on January 7th, taking
as his subject The Results of llecent Excavations at Epi-
daurus and Athens, bearing on Medical Treatment as carried
out in the Temples of iEsculapius. The address, which was
highly interesting and scholarly, was illustrated by many
1beautiful limelight views from photographs and sketches
made by the author. The attendance was one of the largest
on record at the instituition. and included the Professors of
'Greek and Latin at University College. Afterwards a hot-
pot supper was provided by the President, followed by a
choice musical programme, rendered by some of the members
:and others.

SAMSON'S RIDDLE.
WITHIN the last few days two great sums of money have been
given for the advancement of science. Dr. Alfred Nobel, the
inventor of dynamite, has left nearly /2,000,ooo as a prize
lund for the most important discoveries in physics,chemistry,
physiology, and medicine; and the Baroness Hirsch has
promised £8o,ooo to the Pasteur Institute. We who have
iust received Dr. Mond'.q anlnrlidl -aift. of thp T).vv-.rolq.v

equally great when returning, or whether, having exhausted
the supply of limejuice and vegetables, scurvy then made its
appearance. The fact that raw meat possesses strong anti-
scorbutic properties has long been known and recorded by
many previous explorers.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF THE VACCINATION

LAWS.
As some incorrect statements have been circulated with
regard to the objects of the mission which Dr. Thorne Thorne,
C.B., the Principal Medical Officer of the Local Government
Board, and his colleague, Dr. M1onckton Copeman, are now
carrying out in Germany, it may be as well to state the true
objects of the inquiry. It is to study the different methods
adopted in different countries in the preparation of gly-
cerinised lymph, the bacteriological results obtained under
the different methods, and the amount of success in vac-
cinating with one or other method. The inquiry will, it is
expected, be completed next week.

GERMAN APPRECIATION OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRIES.
Am item in the Prussian Estimates is a vote of 50,000 marks
to the Ministry of Public Instruction for investigation with
the Roentgen rays. The vote is justified by a reference to
the importance which the new invention has been shown to
possess in the spheres of physics, anatomy, physiology zoo-
logy, botany, and kindred sciences. The object of the grant
is to enable institutes and scientists to procure the necessary
costly apparatus, and to defray the expense of exhaustive
experiments.

TYPHOID FEVER IN INDIA.
A RENEWED outbreak of enteric fever has occurred among the
British trooms at Quetta. Twenty-three fatal cases had
occurred up to the month of November. This for a station
at an elevation of 5,ooo feet, where the climate is said not to
be so trying as stations in the plains, is unsatisfactory.
Typhoid and malarial fevers hiave been very prevalent at
Poona and Kerkee, as, indeed, says a correspondent, "is
usually the case in these stations." The sanitary wants of
Poona have already received notice in these columns.

Laboratory need not envy the good fortune of other nations, THE MENTAL NURSE.
nor does help given to Science benefit one country, but all. A CORIRESPOND)ENT writes: In the early days of lunatic
'The work of the Pasteur Institute goes forth over the whole asylums in this country insanity as a disease was not recog-world; as Dr. Roux says of it, "We are perpetually carrying nised so mueh as the necessity for placing the unfortunate
-on a struggle against death, and we can only express our sufferer in some place where he would be rendered incapable
deep gratitude to all benefactors who help us to lighten the of injuring hiimself and others, and where mechanical restraint
load of suffering humanity." The prizes given by Dr. Nobel was the chief form of treatment adopted. The men and women
-are open to all the nations; and he has added yet another into whose care these- lunatics were placed were uneducated
prize for him who has done most to promote the cause of and rough, uncouth persons, whose chief recommendations
peace. Truly, as in Samson's riddle, out of the eater has were the possession of physical strength and courage. With*come forth meat, out of the strong has come forth sweetness. the improvement in the lunacy laws, the advent of the non-

restraint system, the rapid and even startling advance in
medico-psychological medieine and neurology, and the recog-

SCURVY IN ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS. nition of mental disease as a condition requiring the most
IN a lecture at the Imperial Institute on the Jaekson- careful treatment medieally as well as morally, came the
Harmsworth expedition, Mr. Montefiore Bryce, alluding to demand for nurses, male and female whose education and
Mr. Jackson's views that limejuice and vegetables were use- training should be abreast of the times. A few of our more
less against scurvy, said that the Esquimaux and the enlightened asylum physicians commenced the training of
'Samoyads never had it, though they could obtain neither their nurses on an enlightened basis, but it was left for the
limejuice nor vegetables; they kept in health by living on AIPdico-Psychological Association to lay down the lines on afresh meat, often ralw, and seldom fully cooked. Knowing wider and more eomprehensive seale. A rigid curriculum
'the vagaries of the British public, Mr. Jaekson took a supply was drawn up which included attendance upon lectures and
,of limejuiee with him, but determined that the expedition demonstrations with practical instruction, all under the direct
tshould eat as much bear as they could. During the first personal superintendence of the medical staff, and examina-
-winter sixty-three bears were shot, and not a single man had tions were established under the assessors appointed by the
-developed the slightest symptom of scurvy. This they at- President of the Association. A strong Committee was
,tributed to a diet of fresh blood meat, scuirvy being a form appointed which brought out a textbook for the study
,of aniemia. But what, we would asks are the inferences to of the various subjects; and in such high esteembe drawn from the cases of scurvy on the return voyage? We is it held, that it has been sold in thousands, not
eshould like to know wlhether the supply of bear's flesh was in theUnited Kingdom alone, but throughout our Colonies,
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and specially in America. In this country, including Ire-
land, there are upwards of I28,000 persons of unsound mind
under the official cognisance of the Commissioners in
Lunacy, and, allowing I nurse or attendant to every 20, there
are upwards of 6,ooo nurses and attendants. These persons
are filling public appointments, earning pensions, and are a
meritorious and highly-respectable class, who earn and hold
their appointments by good character and efficiency. Of
these no fewer than 2,000 have had the energy, the intelli-
gence, and the ability to pass through the curriculum,
and successfully undergo the high-grade examinations of
the Medico-Psychological Association. In every asylum
throughout the United Kingdom the good work is going on,
and a body of nurses specially trained are qualifying f( r the
certificate of the Mledico-Psychological Association. A move-
ment lhas been set on foot to procure for those wvho attain the
high standard of the Association the right to be placed on
the Register of the Royal British Nurses' Association, and
the proposal has been unanimously adopted by the General
Council. If this is carried out it will be a deatlhblow to the
half-trained and inefficient persons who desire to pose as
mental nurses, for it will afford the public the much-desired
means for ascertaining who are properly trained and educated
and who are not.

THE COST OF NOTIFICATION.
DR. GEORGE REID, Health Officer for the county of Stafford,
states in his report for I895, recently issued, that the Infec-
tious Disease (Notification) Act was in force at the close of
the year in districts having an aggregate population of
7I6,449 out of a total population of 805,6i6 estimated to the
middle of the year. He records the details of the working of
the Act in the several districts, and shows that the cost of
the system in each I,ooo of population during the years of its
ever increasingly wide adoption in the counity has been
iSs. 6d. in I890, /i 8S. gd. in I89I, ISs. 4d. in I892, £I 5s. iod.
in I893, /I Is. 7d. ill I894, and £I 2S. 8d. in I895. These
amounts are, of course, arrived at by means of averages, and
at their highest point do not exceed i-d. per household of
(say) five persons. The sums in I895 necessarily vary greatly
in the several districts, as in any year is to be expected, ac-
cording as one or another disease has or has not been preva-
lent. Thus we see districts ranging from 2S. 2d., 5s. 3d., and
gs. iod. to £I iIs. Id., £I I7S. 4d., and even £6 ios. iod. per
I,ooo persons, in the case of a district in which epidemics
of scarlet fever and diphtheria had occurred. Speaking
roughly, then Staffordshire, and, if that county, then pre-
sumably the whole counitry, can have the undoubted benefits
of compulsory notification for a year at a cost much under
the sum of 2d. a household. Has this practical side of the
matter been sufficiently considered by those few authorities
who still persist in their long-continued neglect of the good
to be gained by taking over the statute ?

BERI-BERI IN LUNATIC ASYLUMS.
IN conneetion with the recurrent epidemic of beri-beri in the
Richmond Lunatic Asylum, Dublin, the account given by
Dr. E. D. Bondurant' of an epidemic of multiple neuritis
among the patients of the Alabama Bryce Insane Hospital at
Tuskaloosa, U.S.A., raises some very interesting questions.
The population of the asylum numbers about I,200. On
February, 1895, multiple neuritis, without assignable cause,
developed in a female patient, and was followed in the course
of the year by twelve similar cases. Hitherto such cases
had been unknown in this asylnm and neighbourhood. It
would appear, however, that a number of cases of multiple
neuritis occurred about the same time at the Arkansas State
Asylum, Little Rock. Dr. Bondurant gives a careful analysis
of his cases, and comes to the conclusion that the disease in
question resembled beri-beri more closely than any other
known form of multiple peripheral neuiritis. In sevpral in-

1 The Medical News, N\ew York, October 3rd, xb&6.

stances cedema was present. Three of the patients died.
He says iiotiling about the sanitary condition of the asylum
at the time of and before the occurrence of the epidemic-a
point of importance, and one which might throw light on the
ve.iy similar epidemic now in progress at the IRichmoncd
Asylum, Dublin. It is singular that these three epidemics
should lhave occurred in lunatic asylums. It has been sug-
gested that it is not at all improbable that this disease may
occasionally occur in other public institutions also where
overcrowding and similar insanitary conditions obtain but are
oveerlooked; and that it is owing to the special knowledge
of and attention to nervous diseases in lunatic asylums that
hitherto the occurrence has been remarked only in them.

MEDICAL DEFENCE AND THE BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

DURING the past few days the report of the Committee of the
Council of the British Medical Association oIn Medical
Defence has been issued to the Branches, and copies will
have reached, or will soon reach, the members of the
Branches. We may be permitted to point out, as the docu-
ment is one which calls for the most earnest consideration
on the part of all the members, that it presents in full the
scheme drafted by the Committee, and propounds certain
questions which the Branches are requested to answer. ID
an appendix are contained three other schemes, the Council's
scheme, Mr. Butlin's scheme, and the scheme of Dr.
WVelsford and Mr. Horsley, as well as a series of amend-
ments proposed by Dr. Rentoul to the Councils scheme.

LEAD POISONING AND MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS.
A LABOURER, aged 38, engaged at Millwall Lead Works, died
in a fit a few days ago. At the coroner's inquest it was
stated by the wife that her husband had been suffering from
lead colic and other symptoms of plumbism for seven months
off and on. The medical officer to the works lhad observed
the blue line on the gums and evidence of Bright's disease in
November last, and although he had advised his patient to
give up work, the advice was not acted upon. The death
just announced is additional evidence in favour of the com-
pulsory refusal by any manufacturer to receive into his fac-
tory any workman who is suffering from colic, and above all
who is the subject of albuminuria. It is very necessary tilat.
each workman employed should be carefully examined, and
any indication of plumbism, any complaint of colic, made
the occasion of dismissal from the employment until re-
covery has taken place. Even then recurrent colic should
become a disqualification, and under all circumstances no.
one should be allowed to work in a lead factory who is suffer-
ing from albuminuria.

\ A FLANNEL SHIRT CLUB.
To a poor man leaving hospital few gifts can be more appro-
priate than a flannel shirt. The warmth and, perhaps more
even- than tile warmth, the equability of the temperature in
which he has lived for some weeks, in many cases make his
" going out " a perilous adventure, and nothing is so likely
to prevent relapse in such cases as the provision of the
warm underclothling wlhich the poor find it so difficult to
obtain. We therefore wish every success to the Flannel Shirt
Club wliich has been inaugurated by the Countess of Strafford.
The objects of the club and the duty of its members are very
simple. Each member undertakes to provide one or more
men's flannel shirts a year, or the flannel for the same, in
addition to a small subscription. It does not seem much to
do; yet it may save many lives, and the making of these
articles would seem to be peculiarly appropriate work for the
thousands of well-to-do convalescents who so often find the
hours pass wearily while waiting for returning strength.
Subscriptions and donations of money may be sent to Mrs.
H. H. Clutton, 2, Portland Place, W., and all shirts and
material to Miss Lamport, 52, St. Johln's Wood Road, N.W.
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